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President's Message
Dur next Board and membership meeting will be held on Saturday,
November 9 at the Wine Country Kennel Club show. I hope all who can
come will come as there are some important issues to be taken up .
One issue is educational programs for club members. Part of lhe
responsibility of this club is to put on educational programs for its
members . Anyone wanting to put on educational programs or wanting
special programs put on should contact club officers or directors or
better yet, come to the next meeting and talk about it.
I heard that the San Mateo County supervisors are to make some sort
of a decision on the spay/neuter issue with dogs sometime soon and
maybe by our next meeting we will hear about this.
Some other business we need to take up are ways to improve the
Specialty and a new trophy to replace the one retired this past
Specialty. Another item is the location for next year's Specialty. If
you have ideas , bring them with you.
Again I want to commend everyone who worked or helped at this year's
Specialty. I think it went off very well and everyone , I hope, had a
good time .
See you at Wine Country ,
Greg

Mt. Palomar KC
Judge: Nancy Aiken

August 24, 1991
5/6/3

BOB- Ch . Knightwind's Black Magic - Stockham
BDW,WD- Pern Providence - Cromer
BDS,WB- Pern Pirouette - Cromer
RWD- Quails Run Grady D'Blovett - Blovett
RWB- Powerscourt Rose of Shannon - Powers
Silver Bay KC
Judge: William Fetner

August 25, 1991
5/6/2

• BDB,BDW,WD- Pern Providence - Cromer
BOS,WB- Pern Pirouette - Cromer
RWD- Quails Run Grady 0 1 Blovett
RWB- McCool' s Little Bit of Luck - Brown
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SANTA CRUZ KENNEL CLUB
Judge: Betsy LaHam

August 17, 1991
3-8-2-2

BOB: CH KNIGHIWIND'S BLACK MAGIC - Stockham
BOS: CH KELLCASTLE'S SUMPIN' SWEET - Burchett/Prill
BOW, WB: KNIGH'IWIND'S IRISH LADY ANNE - Burchett/Stockham
WDc
TIA'S BAILYI<Er.LY OF SWORDS - Dorotik/Winsky
RWD: MAJOR ACRES MICK MCGUIRE - Trifeletti/Gabriel
RWB: GABRIEL'S BRYNA - Gabriel
SALINAS VALLEY KENNEL CLUB

August 18, 1991

Judge:

4-11-3-2

Roxanne Mahan

BOB: CH KELLCASTIE'S SUMPIN' SWEET - Burchett/Prill
BOS: CH MAJOR ACRES KING THa.DND - Hite/Major
BOW, WD: MAJOR ACRES MICK MCGUIRE - Trifeletti/Gabriel
WB:
KNIGH'IWIND Is IRISH LADY ANNE - Burchett/ Stockham
RWB: MAJOR ACRES PATSY FAGAN - Trifeletti/Gabriel
RWO: TIA Is BAILY KEU..Y OF SWORDS - Dorotik/Winsky
DEL MONTE KENNEL CLUB

August 24, 1991

Judge:

2-6-1-1

Diane Malenfant

BOB, BOW, WB:
BOS:
WO:
RWO:
RWB:

KNIGH'IWIND'S IRISH LADY ANNE - Burchett/
***FINISHED CHAMPIONSHIP***
Stockham

CH CASTLEMAINE' S BLACKMAIL - Shaw

MAJOR ACRES MICK MCGUIRE - Trifeletti/Gabriel
MAC DA CUPLA - Barnett
MAJOR ACRES PATSY FAGAN - Trifeletti/Gabriel

SANTA CLARA KENNEL CLUB
. Judge:

John Davidson

August 25, 1991
2-3-0-2

BOB: KNIGH'IWIND'S IRISH LADY ANNE - Burchett/Stockham_
BOS, BOW, WO: MAJOR ACRES MICK MCGUIRE -- Trifeletti/Gabriel
WB:
MAJOR ACRES PATSY FAGAN - Trifeietti/Gabriel
RWE: CARROY GLENMADDY O'SHAW - Shaw-Fairbanks
RWO: MAC DA CUPLA - Barnett
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SUN MAID KENNEL CLUB OF FRESNO, INC.
Judge:

Catherine Burg

August 31, 1991
2-1-0-2

BOB: CH KElLCASTLE'S SUMPIN' SWEET- Burchett/Prill
BOW, BOS, -WD: BAILEBRAE 'lliE MASTER MuROUGH1 - Stuart
WE: HANNAH LANDSKRONER - Landskroner
ROGUE VALLEY KENNEL CLUB
Judge:

Nicholas Kay

BOB, BOW, WD:

August 31, 1991
3-6-1-0

KAELYN' S BLACK SAGE - Smith

***FINISHED CHAMPIONSHIP***
BOS, WE: DESTINY l.DLLEIGH O'LADD - Mccombs
RWE: MORGAN'S MAGIC OF MISTY ISLE - Riley
RWD: KNIGH'IWIND'S KEI.LCASTLE "f$ISS - Prill
SEQUOIA KENNEL CLUB
Judge:

Eileen Pimlott

September 1, 1991
1-1-0-2

BOB, BOW, WD: BAILEBRAE 'lliE MASTER MUROUGH - Stuart
BOS: CH KEI.LCASTLE'S SUMPIN' SWEET - Burchett/Prill
Landskroner
WE: HANNAH LANDSKRONER
SOUTHERN OREGON KENNEL CLUB
Judge:

Diane Campbell

2-6-2-0

WE:

SIR FRANCIS DRAKE KENNEL CLUB
Judge:

1, 1991

DESTINY l.DlLEIGH O'LADD - Mccombs
KNIGH'IWIND'S KElLCASTLE KISS - Prill
MISTY ISLE TYRONE OF ERINCU - Hendricks
CARROY GLENMADDY O'SHAW - Shaw-Fairbanks

BOB, BOW,
BOS, WD:

RWD:
RWE:

September

Barbara Danis

September 15, 1991
7-12-4-2

BOB: CH KNIGH'IWIND'S BLACK MAGIC - Stockham
BOS, WE: CARROY GLENMADDY O'SHAW - Shaw-Fairbanks
BOW, WD: PERN PROVIDENCE - Cromer
RWD: FLEE'IWIND CARROY B. CASSIDY - Rosebrock/Thom asson
RWE: MAJOR ACRES PATSY FAGAN - Trifeletti/Gab riel
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TENTH INDEPENDENT SPgCJAL TY SHOW ~o SWEEPSTAKES

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, ~199f
Specialty Classes
Judge: Mrs. Martha Dean - Whitehall
18 dogs - 43 bitches - 22 specials

Winners
Reserve
Winners
Reserve
Best
Best
Best
Best

Dog: Moloney's Andre - Moloney
WO: Pern Providence - Cromer
Bitch: Misty Isles Vanna of Jessean - McCoy
WB: Bailebrae Dominique - Grotano/Barry

of Breed: Ch. Sidhe Clooty of Gilla Machree - Heskett
of Winners: Misty Isles Vanna of Jessen - McCoy
of Opposite Sex: Ch. Bailebrae The Monsignor - Grotano/Barry
Puppy: Starr of Limerick - Souza

Sweepstakes Classes
Judge: Mrs. Jocelyne Ivanovskis

Best
Best
Best
Best

Junior: Starr of Limerick - Souza
Opposite Sex Jr: Erinwood Wyatt Ap Martyn - Martin
Senior: Homestead Cheers to Lilluth - Otto
Opposite Sex Sr: Marumac Elixir - Sanford
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The Class Winners
Puppy Dogs 9 to 12 months: Erinwood Wyatt Ap Martyn - Martin
Dogs 12 to 18

mon~hs:

'
1)Marumac Elixir - Sanford
2)Hera's Cronus Lilli O'Pool - Pool-Harris
3)Mac Da Cupla - Barnett
4)Lilliput Ridgetop Gallagher - Partmann/L ittle

Bred By Exhibitor Dogs: 1)Pern Providence - Cromer
2)Faolan O'Cagney of Tara Hts. - Tara-Curtis
3)Phaererin 1 s Adorable Adam - Fitzpatrick
4)Major Acres Mick McGuire - Trifeletti/G abriel
American Bred Dogs: 1 )Moscial Castlemaine 's Oisin - Miller
Open Dogs: 1)Moloney's Andre - Moloney
2)Fleetwind Carroy B. Cassidy - Rosebrock/Thomasson
3)Bailebrae The Master Murough - Stuart
4)Barra Gwynn C'est Mai Gwylym - Aiken/Aiken
Puppy Bitches 6 to 9 mos: 1)Windy Hill Special Valentine - Salin
2)Seachtain 's Heather Star - Weeks
3)Rusheron Rockin Reba - Coleman/Friley
Puppy Bitches 9 to 12 mos: 1)Starr of Limerick - Souza
2)Jesseans Angel - McCoy
3)Knightwin d's Autumn Magic - Stockham
' 4)McCool's Scarlet O'Hara - Brown
Bitches 12 to 18 months: 1)Bonniebrae Carroy ' Caitlin - Rosebrock
2)Homestead Cheers to Lilluth - Otto
3)Danielle Von Der Oelmuhle - Foor/Eitreim
4)Bailebrae Ice Princess - Grotano/Sandvik
Novice Bitch: 1)Major Acres Tintern - Barnett
Bred By Exhibitor Bitch: 1)Bailebrae Dominique - Grotano/Barry
2)Clarion Foggy Dew - Kyle
3)Castlema ine's Pandemonium - Shaw
4)Destiny Lolleigh O'Ladd - Mccombs

Class winners cont'd -
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American Bred Bitches: 1)Fitzarran Bienjoliel - Temple
2)Castlemaine Tantara Edana - Patterson
3)Castlemaine 1 s Ena - Shaw
4)Fleetwind Verity Shenanigan - Etling
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Open Bitches: 1)Misty Isle Vanna of Jessean - McCoy
2)Rysheron Velvet Dove - Riggs
3)Major Acres Maigret Bailey - Moloney
4)Barra Gwynn Fadra of Limerick - Aiken
Veteran Bitches: 1)Ch. Oakwoods Fiona of Suncastle - Sanford/Tyler
2)Ch. Tory Erin of Limerick - Burchett
3)Gilla Machree Sunny of Tara Hts. - Heskett
4)Destiny Secret 0 1 Shaw - Clark/McCombs
Stud Dogs: 1)Ch. Oakwoods Farley - Sanford
2)Ch. Grianan Ladd of Limerick - Souza
3)Ch. Pern Prometheus - Cromer
Brood Bitch: 1)Ch. Oakwoods Fiona of Suncastle - Sanford/Tyler
Brace: 1)Bonniebrae Carroy Caitlin & Ch. Fleetwind Carroy Vanessa CD
- Rosebrock
2)Knightwind's Autumn Magic & Ch.Knightwind 1 s Emerald Mist
- Stockham
3)Barra Gwynn C'est Mai Ail-Inor & Binsrath Arddun O'Barragwynn
- Aiken/Aiken
Team: 1)Barra Gwynn C1 est Moi Ail-Inor
Binsrath Arddun O'Barragwynn
Barragwynn C'est Mai Chpnverse
Barra Gwynn C'est Mai Germont
- Aiken/Aiken
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NCIWC SPECIALTY LURE COURSE

The NCIWC Specialty Lure Course was held early Sunday morning ,
September 15 , 1991 . The weather was cool , perfect for !Ws. We had an
entry of 17 Open Dogs and 3 Field Champions:
Open Stakes:
1st Place2nd Place3rd Place4th Place-

Ailinn Gadhar (Linny) - Barnett
Castlemaine Tantara Edana (Dana) - Patterson
Binsrath Arddun 0 1 Barragwynn (Addy) - Aiken
Faire Iolears Lady Brynna (Brynna) - Lakin

Field Champion Stakes:
1st Place- Ch. Kellcastle's Sumpin ' Sweet, LCM (Bayreen) -Burchett/
Prill
2nd Place- Ch . Fleetwind Carroy Vanessa , CD (Vanessa) - Rosebrock
3rd Place- Ch . Knightwind'slrish Lady Anne (Lady Anne) - Burchett/
Stockham
Best of Breed - Ailinn Gadhar (Linny) - Barnett
The Kennel Stake was awarded to the Rosebrocks
The Breeder Stake was awarded to Fleetwind Kennels - Thomasson
A very special thanks goes to Jane Kit Christie and Don Rasmusson for
their invaluable help, and to everyone who entered - THANK YOU
Robin Burchett
Lure Course
Chairman
. - ·------ ----

WE' WON THl'5 ONE I.AST WEEK

AT OlJll LOCAL 'SHOW ••• !!>EST
OF

we've MAD A G00l7

~-,-

. -,

~EEl7 .

Thanks to Carol Gabriel
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1991 Specialty ShOlil Financial Report
Income:
Superintendent's overage
(entries minus expenses)
Catalog ads
Catalog donations
Auction
Trophy fund
Dinner/Lunch receipts

659
420
278
646
605
1177
$3,785

,,,

Expenses (exclusive of trophies) 1
Rental
Judges
Sonoma Joe's (dinner/lunch)
Hospitality breakfast
Sweepstakes
Ribbons
1
Trophy engraving

350
804
1274
63
82
128
84
2,785
+$1,000

1 Note: Because trophies are purchased in quantity lots at prices
which change depending upon date of purchase they are not allocable
expense-wise to any particular show (except for cost of engraving)
but are reflected yearly as a separate item in each Annual Financial
Report. Informatively, the trophy expense item in the 1990-1991
Financial Statement (covering 5/31/90 to 6/1/91) was $2,631, No expense
has as yet been incurred in the current fiscal year, and several
trophies remain for next year's Specialty.
John Hays
Treasurer

Lure Course Financial Report
September 1991
Entry fees
Expenses

$202
162
+$40
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The Collar Peril
well-dressed dog. No
The dog collar is an important
argument against the many benefits of a dog wearing a collar and the
addition of identifying tags. However, it should be pointed out that
there are inherent dangers that threaten in certain circumstances.
In a Dog Fancy editorial, Moira Anderson writes: " Collars are,
after all, indispensable for training, for attaching leashes to·, and
for holding a dog's vital identification and license information.
'Don't leave home without them'.
"We've also mentioned that no one should ever leave a choke collar
on a dog unless it is being used for training at that very moment.
Choke collars can get caught and can strangle a dog, who has no way of
escaping from that type of collar. Even a normal collar can get caught
on protruding objects; but since they don't tighten, a dog has a chance
of pulling its head free, or at least of hanging on until it is
rescued.
"This 'new' peril that has been brought to my attention is the
danger of letting two dogs play together while wearing collars. When
dogs play they engage in a lot of mock biting and snapping, simulating
the holds that would actually occur in a real dog-fight. Much of this
biting goes on around the face and neck and it is quite easy for one
dog to catch its teeth and jaw under the collar of the other and become
helplessly entangled.
"What results is two panicked dogs who react out of blind, desperate
instinct. The dog who is caught feels trapped, doesn't understand what
is happening and may strike out wildly in a frantic effort to free
itself. The dog wearing the collar is at the mercy of its wild,
terrified companion and cannot get free either. In addition, the
constant pulling and tugging on its collar may strangle the dog or at
the very least cause serious damage to its throat and windpipe. The
romp turns into a deadly fight for survival."
Ms. Anderson cites several instances of tragic results of dogs with
collars on playing together and becoming entangled. When the dogs were
unsupervised, the incident generally ended with the death of one of
the dogs. When someone was present, the result was usually severe
injury, to the owner as well, before the collar could be cut away. She
continues :
"These incidents • • • are common enough that we should be concerned.
Remember that dogs are like children in their ability to get into
trouble we never dreamed of when we don't supervise them. Wherever your
dogs are and whatever they are doing, keep an eye on them: They rely on
you to protect them from the dangers of a manmade world."

•
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And Talking About Collars
Remember that flea and tick collars contain potent toxins which
profound ly affect the liver, not to mention making the wearer feel
quite ill. There may be sufficie nt changes in the liver function of
dogs exposed to these devices as to alter their ability to withstan d
anesthes ia. If owners were required to wear a flea collar for a period
of time before imposing it on their pets, to experien ce how these
poisons make them feel, the collars would be outlawed .

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

One of the most frequent inquirie s I receive, usually couched in
half- embarras sed language , is if someone should be consider ed weird
because he talks to his dog. Personal ly, I have spent a lifetime
includin g my pets in the conversa tion - and we all know there's nothing
weird about me! - Betty White

*

*

*

*

Foreign Judges
The AKC board has revised its policy concerni ng foreign judges,
effectiv e in January, whereby they will be limited to judge four
all-bree d shows in the United States per calendar year. There will be
no limitatio n on judging specialt ies or single breed assignme nts here.
Foreign judges who wish to judge at more than the four all-bree d U.S.
shows allowed may apply under AKC's regular judging approval system.
- Dog World

*

*

*

*

From The Sceptred Isle
A directiv e to all judges by the Kennel Club of England changes the
neuterin g regulati ons for their dog shows. In a step to reduce unwanted
litters and to recogniz e that many dogs in the show ring or at trials
are family pets and not necessar ily the basis for expert breeding
programs, spayed bitches, monorchids and now castrate d dogs will be
allowed to be exhibite d . This is fine for the family pet but would seem
to cloud a main purpose of dog shows, namely the improvement of the
breed. If the Best of Breed winner is a castrate d dog or spayed bitch ,
the buck stops
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The Vaccine Story
The purpose of a vaccination program is to prevent the development
of disease caused by a variety of infectious agents. In the late 18th
century immunity to smallpox by inoculating a young boy with pus from a
lesion of a dairy maid who had cowpox was experimentally induced. The
boy was protected against smallpox and from this phenomenon came the
term vaccination, from the latin vacca, for cow. We now know that by
injecting organisms into an animal or person, we stimulate them to
produce protective antibodies against those organisms.
An ideal vaccine should include organisms that stimulate an immune
response to disease-causing agents, yet not cause any problems of its
own. Thus there are two types of vaccine available: modified-live and
inactivated (killed).
Modified-live vaccines contain a living but relatively harmless
strain of a particular microbe. Because the microbes are still alive,
they persist well in the ani~al and stimulate an excellent immune
response. The organisms have been modified or "attenuated" so that they
do not result in disease when injected.
stimulation,
irnrnune
for
effective
although
Unfortunately,
modified-live vaccines are not without problems. Their main problems
are that the living organisms can become altered, they can affect the
overall immune status, and that they are not safe for pregnant animals.
Problems can occur if the once safe organism used in the vaccine
reverts in the body to a more dangerous form, This does not happen
often but the potential always exists for modified-live vaccines,
The problem of altered immune status is more insidious, Most
vaccines are polyvalent, meaning they contain several different
microbes, It's possible that one of the microbes in the vaccine
suppresses the immune system sufficiently to make it more susceptible
to one of the other modified but still living vaccine organisms. The
combination of organisms appear to suppress the immune system to a much
greater degree than when the organisms are injected individually.
Inactivated or "killed" vaccines are generally safer since the
organisms injected are not alive, cannot reproduce in the body and can
never become infectious, They are also not as good at stimulating an
immune response because they are less similar than live organisms to
the actual agents capable of causing disease, They must often be
combined with 11 adjuvants 11 which are compounds capable of increasing the
immune response, and which are often irritating and may cause reactions
when injected,
The principle disadvantage of "killed vaccines" is also the main
advantage : the virus does not persist and reproduce in the body. This
results in a shorter period of protection and less actual protection,
but the organism can never revert to an infective form and is safe for
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Vaccines cont'd-

pregnant and immunosuppressed animals.
There are many reasons why animals may develop disease even though
they have been vaccinated against that disease. A vaccinated animal
requires one to two weeks to develop an effective immune response. If
an animal encounters an infectious agent shortly before or after
vaccination, the vaccine will not have had time to induce immunity and
the animal may develop clinical disease. This might be seen as vaccine
failure.
Improperly handled or administered vaccines could fail to induce
the expected i~munity. Failure to refrigerate, exposure to light, not
observing an expiration date and improper mixing can all contribute to
vaccine failure. However, most commonly the trouble occurs because the
vaccinated animal is not able to respond appropriately. In young
animals it may be due to the presence of maternal antibodies which
prevent
adequate
response.
Immunosuppression
due
to
stress,
malnutrition, infection and some drug therapy can cause failure as
well. Most vaccines do not produce complete immunity to disease. They
increase an animal's ability to resist challenge by infectious agents,
If a large challenge dose of organisms is present because of
overcrowding or poor sanitation, the immune system may be overwhelmed,
resulting in disease. The relationship between the infectious agent and
the host is complicated. Vaccines can increase an animal's resistance
to disease but that resistance can be overwhelmed if good management
practices are not followed.
- From Pet Focus and Veterinary Medicine

"Don't get cute with me. "
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From an Ann Landers column, with thanks to Carol Gabriel, here is:
A Dog Named Sex
Everybody who has a dog calls him "Rover" or "Boy". I call mine
"Sex". He's a great pal but he has caused me a great deal of embarrassment . When I went to City Hall to renew his dog license, I told the
clerk I would like a license for Sex. He ·said, "I'd like one, too!"
Then I said, "But this is a dog." He said he didn't care what she
looked like . Then I said, "You don't understand. I've had Sex since I
was nine years old." He winked and said, "You must have been quite a
kid."
When I got married and went on my honeymoon, I took ~ the dog with me.
I told the motel clerk that I wanted a room for my wife and me and a
special room for Sex . He said, "You don't need a special room. As long
as you pay your bill we don 1 t care what you do." I said, "Look, you
don't seem to understand. Sex keeps me awake at night." The clerk said,
"Funny-:- I have the same problem."
One day I entered Sex in a contest, but before the competition began
the dog ran away. Another contestant asked me why I was just standing
there looking disappointed. I told him I had planned to have Sex in the
contest. He told me I should have sold tickets for that. "But you don't
understand," I said . "I had hoped to have Sex on TV." He said , "Now
that cable is all over the place, it's no big deal any more."
When my wife and I separated, we went to court to fight for custody
of the dog. I said, "Your Honor, I had Sex before I was married." The
judge said , "This courtroom isn't a confessional. Stick to the case,
please." Then I told him that after I was married, Sex left me. He said
that's not unusual. It happens to a lot of people .
Last night, Sex ran off again. I spent hours looking around town for
him. A cop came over to me and asked, "What are you doing in this alley
at 4 o'clock in the morning?" I told him that I was looking for Sex. My
case comes up Friday.
THE PIIDDLETONS

•I

~JfJa.;:..;;_L~e::il.----~
Thanks to Nancy Gill of PVIWC
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This 'N' That

A dog with a seizure will not "swallow its tongue".
The

most

reliable

anticonvulsant

drug for

dogs is phenobarbital.

Blindness in one eye or deafness in one ear of an animal is rarely recognized by the owner.
Ready in possibly two more years will be a system to screen blood
samples for carriers of genetic diseases in dogs. (Univ. of Michigan
and Michigan State Univ.- funded by Morris Animal Foundation.)
Cancer is the number one concern of owners for their pets. Tied for
second place are bloat and Lyme disease, with hip dysplasia in third
place. Cancer, kidney disease and heart disease are the leading
killers.
Because the saliva of leeches contains an anti-clotting agent and an
enzyme which dilates blood vessels and increases blood flow, the use of
leeches is making a comeback. However, some of them carry diseases and
can transmit infectious diseases, so the caution is - don't share your
leeches!
Brush excess flea powder off your pet 3D minutes after application.
Licking off large amounts of flea powder could make him ill. (Heloise)
To judge a puppy's temperament, cradle it in your arms like a baby with
its stomach up and head tipped back. A calm puppy will settle
down comfortably and not struggle to escape. A shy dog will struggle
and be afraid. Avoid a puppy that slinks and/or paces. (Diana Delmar)
Sex for animals is a biological obligation.
He who is not most thoroughly under self-control should never undertake
the instruction or training of an animal. He cannot succeed. (Anon.)
The California Senate has passed "the Rosenthal bill" whose intent is
to advise puppy buyers that neither registration papers nor pedigrees
necessarily make a puppy more attractive or more valuable. The
escalation of "puppy mills" is already one of the bill's aftereffects.
It is anticipated that by the year 1993 the docking of dogs' tails will
be as illegal in Great Britain as ear cropping is and has been there
for some time.
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by Larry
Thanks to Angi e Pool- Harris

"Happily, the Irish Wolfhound
appears to have escaped the capricious whims of the haute coutouries of
canine design. Perhaps by dint of their
enormity ·they are not to be taken
lightly, and so the good breeders of
yesterday are still here and the breed
has remained relatively inviolate.

PURE-BRED DOGS AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE
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